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The University of Auckland is delighted to announce its seamless pathway programme aimed at
helping students move successfully from English language through Foundation and into degreelevel studies at the University.
WHAT IS THE PATHWAY?
The pathway has three components:
1. An intensive English-language
programme at the University’s English
Language Academy.
2. A University foundation year, to
complete the University of Auckland’s
Certificate in Foundation Studies taught
by ACG New Zealand International
College.
3. A University of Auckland undergraduate
degree.
WHO IS THE PATHWAY FOR?
This pathway offers opportunities for
undergraduate entry at The University of
Auckland for students who do not as yet
meet the University’s academic or English
language admission requirements.
THE BENEFITS FOR STUDENTS
• A clearly articulated pathway into the
University of Auckland, New Zealand’s
top-ranked university
• Quality –assured programmes at predegree and degree level
• Ongoing support and academic advice
at every step of the way
• Access to the University of Auckland’s
i-SPACE students activity centre
THE BENEFITS FOR AGENTS
• Students will be issued with letters
of offer or conditional offer for all three
components of the pathway programme
at the point of entry. This will make it
easier for you to complete
arrangements for your students, such as
applying for visas etc.
• Commission will be payable on each
component of the pathway, giving you
the potential to receive three payments
if students do English, Foundation and
degree studies. Commission payments
will only be made to the agent that first
submitted the application.
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WHO TO CONTACT FOR INFORMATION?
The University of Auckland
Auckland International
Email: l.spedding@auckland.ac.nz
www.auckland.ac.nz
The University of Auckland English Language Academy (ELA)
Email: f.mohammed@auckland.ac.nz
www.ela.auckland.ac.nz
ACG New Zealand International College
Email: Richard.Kensington@acg.ac.nz
www.acg.ac.nz

www.auckland.ac.nz

PATHWAY PROCEDURE
Student is interested in an undergraduate degree at the University of
Auckland (UoA)

Student does not meet English language proficiency for undergraduate
admission

Student completes an ELA Application Form and submits all academic
documentation
Agent sends completed Application Form to ELA

ELA issues Offer of Place (OOP) for:
1. Academic English (level according to proficiency if an Academic
IELTS result is produced) Plus
2. Certificate in Foundation Studies (Standard or Fast track dependent
on English Language Proficiency) – conditional on successfully
completing Academic English.
Copy of OOP and all academic documents sent to ACG New Zealand
International College; University of Auckland notified about OOP
At ELA student will be given a “unique” ID card

ACG New Zealand International College
Issues Conditional Offer of Place (COOP) on arrival for University of
Auckland undergraduate programme
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Student does not meet academic requirements for an undergraduate
degree (has not completed High School equivalent to NZ Year 13)
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Academic background and English proficiency pre-assessed by agent

